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CLIENT SUCCESS STORY I CONSUMER PRODUCTS

Innovating to Boost Revenue
Per Contact, Increase CSAT, and
Reduce Errors
Objective

Scope of Service

In 2007, a large window and door manufacturer focused on continuous and sustainable
growth was looking for improved service level achievement as part of their strategy to stay
ahead of the competition – optimizing the customer experience (reducing errors and lifting
CSAT) and maximizing wallet share (revenue per call). The company, known for its strong
history and commitment to its business partners, employees, community, and environmental
stewardship placed the highest emphasis on building brand loyalty and customer satisfaction.
The chosen solution provider needed to transition seamlessly and align with the company’s
corporate values. HGS was honored to be selected to drive results.

• Tier 1 and Tier 2 customer
care and multichannel
support

Our Solution
1. Increased Revenue

9%

Net improvement

How We Do It
For certain client products, HGS identified simple upselling
items. We also developed an incentive strategy, with merit/shift
bid goals based on the team goals, which are set by the client.
As part of our plan, we meet with new hires to discuss ways
to improve and keep the sale. We post metrics on a weekly
basis, versus end of the month. Daily dashboards are updated,
and roundtables are held to agent feedback on where we can
improve. In the case of poor performance, we issue corrective
action. Finally, during call verification, we remind the CSR of
upsell opportunities to offer to the caller.

Business Result

2. Reduced Errors
Improved order line item
accuracy by

38%

We have increased revenue/ contact to $3.31 in the past three
years. This is a 9% increase in net gain ($1.41/ contact) from
the previous year.

How We Do It
To support this client’s excellence goals, HGS held internal
meetings and training with poor performers solely on partsper-million (a company strategy focused on quality at the most
basic level). Additionally, we created Panel Identification forms
for every product to reduce incorrect panel installations and
subsequent calls and complaints.
We also drove these key successes:
• Developed a new CRM tool for diagnostics/ policies/
procedure.
• Conducted a deep dive analysis that lead to stratification
of call types for challenging product(s) and parts.

• Voice, email, and chat
solutions
• Partnership expansion to
support Warranty Claims,
Returns Merchandise, and
Online Help
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Implemented a Verification line.
Overhauled training, with small group sessions and improved the mentoring process.
Tracked trends and issues, at the agent level.
Improved product room and floor displays including TV showing “how to” videos.
Recommended self-help (online diagnostic tool), online photos, and videos.
Used a tracking tool to help agents visualize how their day-to-day performance affects their
YTD performance. (For example, one error is represented by one red bead, and 43 lines of
opportunity are represented by one green bead.) In order to meet performance goals, agents
must have more green than red or keep red and green matched. More red equals not meeting
goal. This tool helped kinesthetic learners (those who learn best by carrying out physical
activities) keep track of their performance and visualize their impacts more than an email with
a percentage on a page. Customers benefitted because agents would recommend products
that customers normally would not think to ask for: this way, the customer did not have to call
back to order additional parts that may break or wear out.
Bead trackers hanging on desks also allowed CSRs to compare their performance to other reps
on the team to create heathy competition.

Business Result
Today line time order accuracy has improved by 38%, in line with this client partner’s own focus on
excellence, at “parts per million.”

3. Improved CSAT

90%+

average
Top box performance

How We Do It
HGS developed a report that is automatically sent to operations if a team member scores a “1“
on the customer satisfaction survey. A staff member reviews the file and listens to the call to
determine if a call back is needed. When transitioning the account, the surveys used to be done by
a third-party vendor. The results, especially by agent and site, were not always accurate, and the
surveys were completed weeks after the phone call was made. HGS implemented a change to the
survey process so that, today, surveys are completed immediately following the call.
In terms of talent development, HGS adjusted monitoring requirements for new hires and those
not meeting performance standards. We emphasize the client’s motto of taking care of the
customer and in messaging to staff we portray CSRs as members of the client’s team, instead of
HGS. This has helped show our brand loyalty and support.

Business Result
For the past 21 periods of measurement, average scores have been above 90%. This translates to
the company being measured on top box (5 – Very Satisfied). For ranking in the top 2 boxes (4 –
Satisfied and 5 – Very Satisfied), HGS averages over 97%.
Over the course of the partnership, HGS has continued to expand services. Recently we were called
on to support chat pilot programs as the client’s exclusive vendor. As these pilot programs prove
successful, the potential exists to expand with additional volume.

About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more
competitive. HGS provides a full suite of business process management services from marketing
and digital enablement services, consumer interaction services to platform enabling back
office business services. By applying analytics and interaction transformation design to deliver
innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves operating efficiency and
helps to retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications and media,
healthcare, insurance, banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, consumer packaged
goods industries, as well as the public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with 29,000+
employees in 60 worldwide locations delivering localized solutions. HGS, part of the multi-billion
dollar Hinduja Group, has over four decades of experience working with some of the world’s
most recognized brands.

Contact us at:
1-888-747-7911
marketing@teamhgs.com
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